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ANNUAL REPORT
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT
fosters community despite the challenges imposed by
the pandemic, technology and geography. We know that
access to justice is a right that belongs to everyone and
we work to build strong community to uphold that right.

Debra Parkes, President
Debra Parkes, President

Carly Teillet, Vice President

Taanishi and greetings to our volunteers, members of our
community and supporters. As Board President and Vice
President, we are pleased to present Rise Women’s Legal
Centre’s 2022 Annual Report.
2021 was a year of unprecedented growth for Rise. Last
year we continued to adapt to the COVID pandemic and
the exacerbated gender-based violence experienced by
many of our clients. Our team worked alongside community partners around British Columbia and with many
organisations in the lower mainland to expand access to
legal services.
Our Virtual Legal Clinic grew rapidly during COVID-19;
our team of dedicated staff members assist clients in
underserved areas throughout the province. The triage
program has evolved into our Community Legal Clinic
focused on providing summary legal advice and assisting
clients navigate the legal system in Vancouver and the
lower mainland. Our ability to support advocates and
anti-violence and community workers continues to grow
through our family advocate support line where staff can
provide intensive supervision and one-on-one mentorship. Throughout all these changes our clinic, staffed by
law students from the Peter A. Allard School of Law at the
University of British Columbia, continues to provide free
legal representation to clients in provincial court matters.
Relationships are at the heart of our work and Rise staff

We recognize that as a legal clinic Rise is embedded in
and complicit with the colonial legal structure that establishes the family law rules and structures. Further, we
recognize that Rise has been led and staffed predominantly by settlers. Our organization is committed to take up
the ongoing work to learn, improve and decolonise Rise
and how we practice law. Haley Hrymak partnered with
Métis lawyer Myrna McCallum on a research report, released in January 2022, Decolonizing Family Law Through
Trauma-Informed Practices. This work considers ways in
which family lawyers can support Indigenous clients and
adopt a wider more inclusive perspective on colonial
family law statutes and practices. Numerous Indigenous
experts shared their time and expertise with us, without
which this report would not be possible. Over the past
year we have engaged in several projects to encourage
learning and growth throughout our organisation. As part
of strategic planning, Rise completed a full audit of our
internal policies with Hummingbirds Rising Consulting.
Board and staff have completed three fantastic workshops with Hummingbirds Rising, and we continue to
work to integrate and implement their decolonization
recommendations.
2021 was a year of continued uncertainty, fear and change,
but also a year of opportunity, innovation, and community.
The 2022 AGM will mark a transition of another kind for
Rise as leadership of the board passes from one of our
founding board members, Debra Parkes, to Carly Teillet,
who is starting her third term on Rise’s board. We look
forward to an exciting new phase at Rise. We express our
gratitude to Rise staff, volunteers, community partners,
donors, students, and to all of the supporters who make
Rise possible. We could not do this work without you.

STUDENT LEGAL CLINIC
Rise hosts a year-round legal clinic, staffed by upper year law students from UBC’s Peter
A. Allard School of Law at the University of British Columbia, who are carefully trained and
closely supervised by Rise’s staff lawyers.
Over the past year, our Student Legal Clinic has seen a total of 16 students come through
our doors for our Spring, Summer, and Winter classes in 2022. They have gained valuable
experience and assisted 273 women. Several of these matters went to court, including a
two-day trial that resulted in retroactive child support of more than $60,000 for a mother
of university age children who had been seeking financial disclosure and an income-based
increase in child support since they were babies. A huge victory for the client, and our
student lawyers.

273 clients
helped

Supervising lawyer for the Student Legal Clinic, Vandana Sood, said that one of the
highlights of the year for her was helping a woman who came through the clinic with a
controlling ex-spouse. The team was able to diffuse the situation, calming things down
enough that the client received increased time with her children.
The Student Legal Clinic plays a key role in delivering services for women in the Lower
Mainland. Over 70 per cent of our students go on to practice family law, building on the
valuable insight and training they received from their time at Rise. Our surveys show that
over half take on pro-bono work, increasing the access to the legal system.

Spring 2022 students

Summer 2022 students
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only 1 in
3 clients
eligible for
legal aid

Winter 2022 students

Students in court

80% of
clients
reported
family
violence

COMMUNITY LEGAL CLINIC
128 clients
assisted
per month

Rise is thrilled to announce the creation (or evolution) of our Community Legal Clinic (CLC).
The CLC, (formerly Rise’s Triage Program) was re-named in early 2022, after the number of
clients seeking help from Rise grew too large for one navigator to manage. The CLC now
focuses on helping clients in Vancouver and the Lower Mainland navigate the legal system,
access summary legal advice, and connect with appropriate resources. The CLC can also provide assistance with legal aid applications, identification applications, and can witness client
signatures for documents that require a commissioner of affidavits. The CLC plays a critical
role in providing access to justice for women across the Lower Mainland and is uniquely
poised to help bridge the gap in support for women navigating the complexity of family law.

688 clients
assisted in
first half
of 2022

Rise recognizes that many clients in the DTES and the Lower Mainland have barriers which
impact their ability to access legal systems. With the support of a generous anonymous
donor, Rise is piloting a new community outreach advocate position to provide additional
support to clients who may find it challenging to access traditional legal services. We will be
partnering with local organizations to provide accessible in-person drop-in appointments for
help with legal navigation and advocacy.

1,201 clients
assisted
in 2021

462 trained
by CLC staff

36 training sessions
conducted

RESEARCH
DECOLONIZING FAMILY
LAW
THROUGH TRAUMA-IN

In 2022, Rise published two important reports. The first,
Decolonizing Family Law Through Trauma Informed Practices,
was published in January and highlighted the ways in
which the colonial framework embedded in BC’s family law
system causes ongoing harm to Indigenous families. The
report makes recommendations for improving BC’s family
law system and provides a toolkit for lawyers to establish
trauma-informed practices and practice cultural humility.
The report was co-authored by Myrna MacCullum, a MétisCree mother, grandmother, lawyer, educator, and expert in
trauma-informed legal practice, and Haley Hrymak, a settler
and Rise’s research and community outreach lawyer.

FORMED PRACTICES

The second, Creating Safety
in BC Courts: Key Challenges
and Recommendations, to be
published in October 2022
authored by Haley, explores
the ways in which courthouses in smaller communities in
BC are not always safe places, particularly for survivors of
intimate partner violence. Court often takes place in small
buildings with no paging systems, where the survivor’s
only option is to sit in a small area close to their abuser,
often for hours. The report asks: is there a way to modify
courthouses and court processes to make survivors safer?
WITH GENEROUS SUPPORT

MYRNA MCCALLUM and

FROM THE LAW FOUNDAT

ION OF BC

HALEY HRYMAK

JANUARY 2022
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VIRTUAL LEGAL CLINIC
Rise’s Virtual Legal Clinic (VLC) provides free unbundled legal services for self-identifying
women and gender-diverse folks, who live outside of the Lower Mainland. The VLC works
in partnership with community organizations across BC in small or isolated communities to
connect women who need legal help in the province with a volunteer lawyer or relevant legal
resources like Legal Aid.
This year, Rise hired two full-time staff lawyers to take on cases for the VLC, and for the
Community Legal Clinic (CLC), thanks to the generous support of the Department of Justice.
Meet Rosanna and Gabrielle:
■■ Gabrielle Clark has a degree in women’s studies from
the University of Calgary, and a J.D. from the University
of Victoria Faculty of Law. Before joining Rise, Gabrielle
became well-acquainted with the family law system while
working for six years as a family lawyer in private practice.
■■ Rosanna Adams is one of the Summary Advice Lawyers at
Rise. Prior to working at Rise, Rosanna worked in private
practice, where she primarily practiced family law, but also
criminal, wills and estates, and general civil law.

284 clients
helped
in 2021
Gabrielle Clark

Supervised by Vicky Law, the VLC has grown substantially over
the past year. Meet Stephanie, Harpreet, and Kelsey who joined
the team this year. Stephanie joins us through generous funding
from Women and Gender Equality Canada, and Harpreet and
Kelsey through the support of the Department of Justice Canada.
■■ Kelsey Borgfjord works as the Virtual Legal Clinic’s Legal
Navigator and runs intake for clients across the province.
She works remotely to assist clients and comes from a
background in mental health so psychological safety of
her clients is paramount.

253 clients
helped in
2022 so far

32 training
sessions held
Rosanna Adams

662 training
participants

■■ Harpreet Kahlon is the new VLC Program Assistant.
Harpreet has worked in the human rights space for over
a decade. She has a Master of Arts in Human Rights with
focus on advocating for women’s and children’s rights.
■■ Stephanie Melynk is the VLC Program Coordinator. She
comes to Rise from a victim services program where she
helped folks experiencing trauma or crisis and supported
them through the criminal court system.

Kelsey Borgfjord

This year the Virtual Legal Clinic team has travelled all over BC, meeting with local organizations and building relationships. In total the VLC team has performed outreach to 14
communities across the province. The VLC plays a unique role, connecting women to legal
and social services that serve their needs. By working collaboratively with local community
organizations, the VLC helps ensure that clients receive help that is relevant for their region.
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49 community
partners

“

FROM OUR VIRTUAL LEGAL CLINIC CLIENTS

As a woman who has
suffered domestic violence
I felt empowered. I feel that
there is hope and that I can
be brave.” — VLC client

“

Every time I work with the lawyer
I feel encouraged to keep going.
There have been many days I just
wanted to throw in the towel and
quit, I feel empowered and stronger
with each meeting. I can’t thank
them enough.” — VLC client

FAMILY ADVOCATE SUPPORT
Family advocates provide free legal information, advocacy,
and assistance to low-income people in BC. Rise provides
support to family advocates in BC in several ways.
Since 2018, the Family Advocate Support Line (FASL)
funded by the Law Foundation of BC, has provided dedicated support for family advocates, anti-violence workers,
support workers, and any professional who works in family
law in BC, to help them better assist their own clients. To
spread the word about FASL and its services Rise staff
continually conduct outreach to organizations around
the province. FASL also hosts monthly meetings on substantive legal subjects, which any community worker can
attend. This year, FASL presented and provided training to
Homelessness Association of BC, DiverseCity, and several
transition houses, among others.
We are pleased to welcome Leila Hartford as our FASL
Lawyer, while Taruna Agrawal is on parental leave. Leila
comes to Rise from private practice with a focus on family
law. Leila obtained her JD from the University of Victoria as
a mature student. As a latecomer to law Leila is particularly
aggrieved at the way the justice system and the practice of
law perpetuates social inequities. She is passionate about
the sophistication and significance, to individuals and
communities, of the work of legal service providers.
In partnership with the Law Foundation of BC, Rise will
also be providing more direct legal supervision to a small

group of family law advocates this year, and we are thrilled
to welcome Maggie House to our team to spearhead this
new program. Maggie joins us as an experienced lawyer
with a strong social justice
background and a range of
practice competencies. We
are excited to facilitate enhanced family law advocacy
services through the introduction of this critical support
system.
Finally, this fall, with the
generous support of the
Department of Justice Canada,
our long-term team member
and colleague Andrea Bryson
will be moving to the new role
of Family Advocate Educator.
Andrea has worked as a case
manager at Rise since 2018
and has worked in family law
advocacy for many years. As
Leila Hartford
Family Advocate Educator,
Andrea will provide coaching, mentorship, and training
for family law advocates, helping them better serve their
clients with a focus on providing improved services to
clients who have experienced family violence.

Maggie House
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VICTORIES IN COURT
West Coast LEAF and Rise Women’s Legal Centre were proud to co-intervene
in the Barendregt v Grebliunas appeal, heard on December 1 and 2, 2021 before
the Supreme Court of Canada. The Court issued a rare decision from the Bench,
allowing the appeal and upholding the trial judge’s decision to allow a mother
to relocate with her children to her home community. At the heart of this matter
was the ability of the mother to rebuild her life in her hometown, surrounded
by her family and support network, after separating from an abusive husband.
In July 2022, Rise’s own Vandana Sood won her first BC Court of Appeal case.
The appeal by the opposing party was dismissed by the judge, scoring a major
victory for the client. The father had relocated with the child prior to a trial on
the merits, and the ensuing court actions meant that the children had been
living away from their mother for more than two years. Thanks to Vandana’s
hard work, the father was ordered to return to the Lower Mainland, allowing for
more frequent, in person, parenting time for the client.

At the heart of the
Barendregt v Grebliunas
appeal was the ability
of the mother to rebuild
her life in her hometown,
surrounded by her family
and support network,
after separating from
an abusive husband.

FUND DEVELOPMENT
When donors give to Rise they are ensuring that more
women in BC can receive access to justice. In Rise’s fiscal
year 2021-2022, many generous donors did just that, giving
a total of $434,756.
In November 2021 Rise launched our One Billable Hour
Campaign, which encouraged lawyers to donate the amount
they charge for one billable hour. The campaign received
generous matching funds and raised over $60,000; these
funds are critical to Rise’s ability to cover all of the costs
that result from running a clinic. Rise additionally could
not do its work without the support of our grantors; we received over $1.1 million from our grantors in the 2021-2022
fiscal year. We would like to extend our deepest gratitude
to the BC Community Gaming Grants, Community Impact
Real Estate, Law Foundation of BC, Canadian Women’s
Foundation, Federation of Community Social Services,
Women and Gender Equality Canada, Department of Justice
Canada, University of British Columbia, and Vancouver
Foundation — as well as to those donors and grantors who
choose to remain anonymous.
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Kate Webster

In July 2022, Rise welcomed Kate Webster as
Fund Development Manager. Kate comes to Rise
as an experienced fundraiser. She previously worked
as the Campaign Director
of a $9 million community
annual campaign and we
are excited to have her join
our team!

We are also thrilled to welcome Maayaa Quist-Adade
to the Rise team, as our Office Assistant. Born in
Ghana, Maayaa comes to Rise with seven years of
people-focused experience, most recently as an HR
administrator and manager of a popular East Vancouver
cafe. Motivated by issues of equity, diversity, and justice,
and by work that serves her community, Maayaa has
also volunteered for organizations supporting children
and immigrants/newcomers to Canada.

OUR PEOPLE
TEAM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Kim Hawkins

Taruna Agrawal

Debra Parkes

The Hon. Donna Martinson

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

LAWYER, FAMILY ADVOCATES
SUPPORT LINE

PRESIDENT

Clea Parfitt

Carly Teillet

Leila Hartford

Kaila Mikkelson

SUPERVISING LAWYER

VICE PRESIDENT

Shahnaz Rahman

Andrea Bryson

LAWYER, FAMILY ADVOCATES
SUPPORT LINE

Patricia Kostuk

Lorna Fadden

TREASURER

Eva Ureta

The Hon. Risa Levine

Mara Selanders

Vandana Sood

FAMILY ADVOCATE
EDUCATOR

Courtney Poland
JUNIOR ADVOCATE

Carmine Dung

Maggie House
SUPERVISING LAWYER FOR
ADVOCACY PROGRAMS

Haley Hrymak

PROGRAM ASSISTANT

LAWYER, RESEARCH &
COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Vicky Law

Rosanna Adams

LAWYER, VIRTUAL
LEGAL CLINIC

STAFF LAWYER

Samantha Davis

STAFF LAWYER

VIRTUAL LEGAL ADVOCATE

T. Valeska

Kelsey Borgfjord

INCUBATOR LAWYER

VLC LEGAL NAVIGATOR

Kate Webster

Harpreet Kahlon

FUND DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

VLC PROGRAM ASSISTANT

Ellie Ericson

Stephanie Melnyk

OFFICE MANAGER

VLC PROGRAM
COORDINATOR

Maayaa Quist-Adade

Gabrielle Clark

OFFICE ASSISTANT

FUND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
The Hon. Risa Levine

Scott Booth KC

Meg Clarke

Jasmine Nielsen

J. Scott Stanley

Nancy Bradshaw

COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Miryam Burns • Carmen Contreras • Marilyn Diaz
• Marie Dussault • Amy Fitzgerald • Perminder Flora •
Andrea Glen • Isabelle Groc • France-Emmanuelle Joly
• Aurelia Kinslow • Jannah Kohlman • Linda Kong •
Carolyn Major • Candice Minnaar • Maria Socorro
Nguyen • Frances Rosner • Heather Wojcik

Our office is located on unceded territory of the Skwxwu7mesh (Squamish), Tsleil-Waututh (Burrard), and xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) Nations.

VOLUNTEERS

Michaela Aeberhardt • Amanda Aziz • Karin Blok • Amelia Boultbee
• Sylvia Caberio • Sizhe Chen • Alison Clancey • Jody Clark • Mackenzie Curran •
Harshada Deshpande • Madison Dutkiewicz • David Exel • Yinzi Gao • The Hon. Kirsti Gill • Chief Judge Melissa Gillespie
• Andrea Glen • Patrick Grayer • Isha Gupta • Nikos Harris • Rachel Heidary • Caitlin Heit • Daisy Hoskins • Rosie Hsueh •
Magal Huberman • Christine Inducil • Amanda James • Karen Jia • Chong Ke • Floriana Kennelly • Miranda Lambert
• Maggie Lee • Catherine Li • Rhona Lichtenwald • Daniel MacNeill • Kaja Marinic • The Hon. Donna Martinson •
Dinyar Marzban • Megan McKay • Alannis McKee • Ana Mihajlovic • The Hon. Master Leslie Muir • Shelina Neallani
• Shari Pearlman • Julia Pinnock • Kerry Porth • Juliana Pyde • Jane Reid • Frances Rosner • Anastasiya Sadovska •
Harpreet Sandhu • Jaime Shorter • Felicia Slogoski • Adrienne Smith • Kirby Smith • Yuzhou Tao • Ashley Teja
• Tanya Thakur • Alix Tolliday • Joanna Tu • Megan Vis-Dunbar • Dr. Allan Wade • Plessa Walden • Lena White •
Sandra Wolfe • Sijia Wu • Elsa Wyllie • Yi Zhao
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THANK YOU
MAJOR DONORS
The Hon. Risa Levine

SUSTAINING CIRCLE

J. Scott Stanley

FUNDERS & GRANTORS

SUSTAINING PARTNERS
Scott Booth KC
Magal Huberman & Ury Segal
Jenkins Marzban Logan LLP
SUSTAINING ADVOCATES
Nancy Bradshaw & Robert Brown
Morag MacLeod KC
Murray Jamieson LLP
The Hon. Catherine Ryan
SUSTAINING PATRONS
The Hon. Marion Allan
Roberta Beiser
Susan Boyd & Claire Young
May Chan
Margaret Clarke
Nicholas Cotton
The Hon. Kirsti Gill
Agnes Huang
Judith Korbin
The Hon. Donna Martinson
Jane Reid
Brenda Scragg
Michelle Simpson

DONORS IN KIND
Andrea Glen
Patrick Grayer
Tevia Jeffries
& Janos Sitar

Morag MacLeod KC
Anisha Parekh
Zoe Si
Claire Young

...and others who requested anonymity

DONORS
Aaron Gordon Daykin Nordlinger LLP • Access Pro Bono • Sachin Agrawal • Hon. Marion Allan • Susanna Allevato Quail • Anshu Arora • Mariko Baerg
Bains • Giuseppe Battista • Be Clean Naturally • Melanie Begalka • Soleil Belanger • Diane Bell • Tanya Bennett • Leslie Bernard • Kelsey Borgfjord •
Susan Boyd • Sharon Brain • Alison Brewin • Broad Street Health • Julie Brown • Andrea Bryson • Kala Bryson • Norm & Heidi Bryson • Elizabeth Cameron
• Jessie Caryl • Michelle Casey • Tanya Chamberlain • Matthew Chan • Shui Yin Chan • Morgyn Chandler • Julia Chiang • Erica Chow • Alastair Clarke •
Coach My Case • Laraine Coates • Catherine Collver • The Hon. Ross Collver • John Conroy • Susan Corner • Carol Diane Cronk • Stewart Daroux • Raj Dewar
• Daphne Donaldson • Jackson Doyle • Lisa Dumbrell • Jamie Fitzel • Robin Gage • Rosemary Gallo • Georgeann Glover • Robyn Goldsmith • Kasari Govender •
Patrick Grayer • Kristin Greenough • Frances Gropper • David Grunder • Carmen Gustafson • T. Claire Haaf • Hamilton Fabbro LLP • Bree Hankins
• Bradley Hara • Thomas Harding • Lisa Harris • Hon. Wendy Harris • Faith Hayman • Ian Hayward • Henderson Heinrichs LLP • Arlene H. Henry KC • Amanda Hobbs •
John Hodson • Pam Horton • Nicholas Hu • Mel Ifada • Shahnaz Jamal • Fern Jeffries • Tevia Jeffries • Kathleen Kendall • Jonathan Kerr • David Kolb
• Jordan Kostaschuk • Patricia Kostuk • Emily Kydd • Anna Liang • Jenna Lalani • Chris Lamb • Vicky Law • Hope Liang • Rhona Lichtenwald • Grace Lore •
Loraine Lundquist • Anne MacDonald • Mercedes Mackie • Yannie Mahood • Raji Mangat • Nisha Manhas • Yuki Matsuno • Brianna Mau • Kimberly McAfee
• Wendy McLean • McQuarrie Hunter LLP • Ana Mihajlovic • Kaila Mikkelsen • Nathanael Mills • Glynnis Morgan • Joseph Murphy • Jennifer Musyj •
Gabriel Mutch • Evelyn Neaman • Ng Ariss Fong LLP • Jasmine Nielsen • North Shore Law LLP • Erin O’Callaghan • Debra Parkes • Hon. Janet Prowse • Hon.
Jo-Ann Prowse • Julingyi Qian • Meghan Robichaud • Marta Rogic • Rachel Roy • Eleasha Sabourin • Veenu Saini • Melissa Salfi • Shannon Salter • Kimberley
Santerre • Shaugn Schwartz • Chyanne Sharma • Sonali Sharma • Monique Shebbeare • Gabbie Sheung • Vicki Shillington • Nikta Shirazian • Jamie Shorter •
Lesleigh Siemens • Samantha Simpson • The Hon. Lynn Smith KC • Joel & Dana Solomon • Roxanne Sproule • Tanya Thakur • Diana Tindall • Amanda Tipper
• Trial Lawyers Association of BC • Shannon Tseng • Eva Ureta • Emma Vallance • Sonya Wall • Judith Weir • Nicole Wirch • Catherine Wong • Women’s
Shelters Canada • Coralie Wood • Lucy Yuan ...and others who requested anonymity
• Gurprit

